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Humans are hardwired to think in story. Experiencing information in story form

improves our attention, absorption, understanding, and recall of that information. And

makes us more likely to take action. So it makes sense to employ more stories in

business. Next time you write a blog post, case study, white paper or any marketing

content, check it against these nine storytelling principles.

 ❏ My content has a hero. This is the first rule of storytelling. Writing about a new

product or service? Describing a change in benefits or processes at work? We are

naturally drawn to stories about people. Find one real person who embodies your

target audience. Don’t talk about people in general; talk about one particular person.

We empathize with people, not with ideas, concepts or things. When readers are

exposed to the stories of others undergoing challenges such as cancer, for example,

their bodies release oxytocin, a hormone that has been shown to promote trust,

reciprocity and generosity. They’re more receptive to your story.

❏ My content addresses an implied hero—the customer—if it doesn’t explicitly

describe a main character. You can’t always write about a real person. But you can

write about the “you” who is reading the content. The more you know about that

person—their struggles, hopes and dreams—the more you can show that you

understand their needs and can deliver a solution. They’ll put themselves in a story

when you make them the hero.

❏ My content starts with a strong opening—or hook—that grabs the reader. One of

the best ways to open is with a dilemma. Show a person having to choose between

options, all of them with big consequences if they get it wrong. Or show a person

facing a big problem. You can also ask a thought-provoking question. Or make a

provocative or controversial statement. If you do, however, you must deliver on that

promise.



❏ My content shows the hero with a goal. Think of the heroes of any good books or

movies. They want something so bad, they are willing to risk their lives for it. Your

customers, employees, donors or stakeholders want something, too. Maybe they’re

not willing to put it all on the line for it. But they want it enough to search for a

solution. They don’t need your solution. They want more customers, more time, more

control or fewer costs.

❏ My content reveals conflict. There is no story without conflict. Your hero wants

something. Now show how hard it is to get it. We cheer for people who fight for what

they want. In art, the external problem is embodied by the antagonist, in the guise of a

villain, a storm or a system. It’s no accident that one of the seven basic plots is about

the hero overcoming a monster. Show how much your customer struggled to solve her

problem—until you appeared on your white horse and saved the day. When telling

your story, don’t be afraid to reveal your own failures and false steps.

Counterintuitively, by showing your humanity and vulnerability, you enlist people’s

empathy and support.

 ❏ My content uses scenic details to set the stage. The best books use scenes to

immerse us in the world of the character. (Movies do this naturally as a visual

medium.) In fact, research shows that when we read stories, our brains experience

them as real. Engage people’s senses with a few touches of sensory detail: sights,

smells, sounds, textures, weather. No need to go overboard. Supply just a few

touches. The reader will fill in the rest. That hooks them even more.

❏ My content raises the stakes. What if the hero doesn’t get what he or she wants?

James Bond has to stop Auric Goldfinger from raiding Fort Knox and destroying the

world economy. If Frodo Baggins fails in his quest to destroy the One Ring, the Dark

Lord Sauron will cast his evil pall over Middle Earth. 



The point is, there are consequences to not achieving any worthwhile goal. What’s at

stake if your customer doesn’t get access to your solution? What if your product or

service didn’t exist? High stakes heighten audience interest and keep them reading.  

❏ My content comes to a resolution. In fiction, the hero defeats the antagonist and

claims the prize. (In fiction, very often the hero realizes the thing she was chasing was

not what she really wanted—an important turning point or epiphany.) In your story, the

resolution might be where the person who started the homeless youth program sees her

first class graduate. Or where your client cuts his energy costs by 10 percent. Use facts

to bolster your claim of success. But bring home the emotional truth—and engage with

your audience—by showing how this success makes a difference in people’s lives. Even

though this goal has been achieved, what’s the next challenge? Hint at what lies ahead.

❏ My content uses structure to move the story forward. At least since Aristotle

theorized that a drama should have a beginning, middle and end, writers have structured

stories to carry audiences along an artistic journey. The main point is to bring the story

to a satisfying conclusion that resolves the problem and achieves the hero’s goal.

Following these principles will naturally plot your story along that path.
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